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600
KM OF SKIING

308
SLOPES

209
SKI LIFTS

12
VILLAGE-
RESORTS

1
LIFTPASS
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NO-STRESS 
HOLIDAYS 
IN THE PORTES  
DU SoLEiL 
SKI AREA

new

A ‘Flocon Vert’ 
award for Morzine 
and Avoriaz
The go-green transition is well under 
way at altitude! The village-resorts of 
Avoriaz 1800 and Morzine have joined 
forces to meet the 20 criteria required 
for accreditation and the ‘Flocon Vert’ 
award, which recognises the sustainability 
commitment of holiday destinations in  
the mountains.

It ’s another step towards responsible 
tourism which is totally in keeping with  
the spirit of the Portes du Soleil! Together 
with Chatel, the ski area now has 3 ‘Flocon 
Vert ’ village-resorts.

In the great outdoors - and here in the 
mountains - you can breathe easy at last! 
To make sure that your holiday goes as 
smoothly as possible throughout the ski 
area, the Portes du Soleil’s 12 village-
resorts are committed to following the 
latest sanitary measures in their respective 
countries: France and Switzerland.

 

From directional queue management to 
limits on gatherings, mask-wearing and 
COVID passes, all staff in tourist offices 
and at mountain lift companies are trained 
and on hand to answer your questions. 
Sanitary protocols and physical distancing 
measures are applied systematically for 
your safety - and for restful holidays!
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It ’s so good to get together again 
finally, to enjoy life to the full and to 
make the most of winter in the Alps! 
Here in the biggest French-Swiss 
ski area, the 12 village-resorts of 
the Portes du Soleil have a dynamic 
activity programme that’s so full of 
surprises, it ’s sure to put a sparkle 
into your holidays!

 

From resorts for sports-lovers to 
more family-friendly destinations, 
all the essential winter sports 
ingredients are laid on: more than 
600 km of slopes and 208 mountain 
lifts, offering a gentle introduction 
to skiing or masses of steep’n’deep 
fun, not forgetting must-have 
snowparks and signposted 
routes for cross-country skiing, 
snowshoeing and ski touring.

 

From welcoming fine-dining  
experiences in cosy accommodation, 
there’s no holding back when it 
comes to enjoying your evenings 
after a big day on the slopes, and 
this applies whether you’re a lover 
of Swiss Valais raclette or French 
Abondance cheese!

 

Our spectacular Alpine panoramas 
won’t fail to make you smile 
and tempt you to try new fun 
activities with friends and family! 
You’ll find that in the Portes du 
Soleil, everything has been carefully 
prepared to make new experiences 
unforgettable, from play areas to 
stunning locations, breath-taking 
activities, fun pastimes and evening 
outings (or morning ones…) More 
than ever, feel free to go off-piste!

THE PORTES  
Du SoLEiL
…WIDE OPEN 
FOR YOU!
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This winter,  
come to the  
Portes du Soleil  
and feel FREE!

FREE…ride ! 
Ski behind a galloping horse in 
Abondance, or in a nature-friendly 
snowpark in Avoriaz; try a fatbike in 
Chapelle-d’Abondance or mountain kart 
thrills in Saint-Jean-d’Aulps…or even  
the epic Swiss Wall in Champéry…

FREE…style ! 
Let an eagle perch on your arm in Morzine, 
sit in a snowplough or fly suspended from 
a cable in Châtel, take a snowshoe stroll in 
Les Gets or paraglide above Val d’Illiez…

FREE…ze ! 
Under the ice at Lake Montriond, with 
a bow and arrow in Torgon, on Valaisan 
tracks in Morgins, or enjoy a spot of 
raclette at the foot of the slopes in  
Les Crosets-Champoussin…
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ABoNDAnCE
Skiing at  
a gallop! 
Ski-joëring / Horse-drawn skiing 

At a walk, trot or even at a gallop… 
ski-joëring is a different type of 
skiing; it involves being pulled by a 
horse with the wind in its mane, and 
it is astonishingly good! Brought to us 
by our Nordic cousins, this sport takes 
places on the pisted slope at Lac des 
Plagnes in Abondance. Combining 
horse riding and skiing, it is suitable 
for all ages, children and adults,  
who can ski parallel!

Ranch des Portes du Soleil 
Ski-joëring session – all season by prior 
booking, snow conditions permitting –  
duration 1hr – adult price / children  
from 9 yrs: €50

www.ranch-portesdusoleil.com

Beneath the arches of this rare 
painted cloister – a treasure of 
medieval religious art – visitors 
can travel down through 
nearly 6 centuries of history…
just by scanning the QR code! 
The paintings on display were 
completed in the 15th century 
at the height of the Duchy of 
Savoy’s power. They portray work 
in the fields, astrological signs 
and biblical scenes. As a listed 
building, Abondance’s Notre-
Dame abbey offers visitors a fine 
example of Gothic architecture 
with trompe l’oeil decorations, 
collections of sacred objects 
and opulent furniture during a 
visit that ’s just like travelling 
back in time, thanks to modern 
technology.

At the abbey, 
respect the 
(QR) code
Notre-Dame Abbey  

Notre-Dame Abbey in Abondance 
Visits with or without QR scanner – 
duration 30 to 45 mins – price €5

hiver.abondance-tourisme.com

https://www.ranch-portesdusoleil.com/skijoering.html#wa-anchor-top
https://hiver.abondance-tourisme.com/patrimoine/abbaye-abondance/
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Lift-free ski 
experience
Ski touring 

Ever been tempted to put skins on the 
bottom of your skis? It might sound 
strange, but they’re what you need 
for ski touring! Three 100% signposted 
exclusive circuits - Les Jorrières, Le 
Vanné and Les Crêtes d’Arare – offer a 
ski/walk experience that gets you even 
closer to nature, with all the pleasure 
of skiing downhill once you reach the 
top. With sections of varying difficulty, 
this activity is an ideal way to explore 
unspoilt and little-known places, 
with beautiful vantage points of the 
mountains, too.

PS: Snowboarders are also welcome  
to try it, thanks to the ingenious  
split-board!

3 signposted and secure routes  
from the bottom of Prodains cable car,  
from Ardent cable car or Lindarets village.

www.avoriaz.com

AVoRIAZ 1800

On the 
trail of the 
snowriding 
yeti
Lil’Stash snowpark /  
Avoriaz 1800 

Q: where can you find giant 
mushrooms, slides, little kickers 
and hanging bridges?

A: in the Lil’Stash enchanted 
forest, where the king is Shreddie, 
a kind yeti who’s put everything in 
place to help kids learn freestyle! 
This planet-friendly snowpark is 
made entirely from locally sourced 
wood and it is ideal for a gentle 
learning experience, so that young 
riders can get have lots of fun in 
safety, at the heart of Proclou 
forest.

Lil’Stash Snowpark 
Free access via Proclou green slope – 
picnic area provided with gas bbq.

www.avoriaz.com

Tropical 
altitude 
Aquariaz
Aquariaz  

Aquariaz water park  
Open every day, except Saturday, 
from 1.30pm to 8.30pm –  
adult price €11 
children (2-11 yrs) €7

www.avoriaz.com

Luxurious vegetation and water 
at 30 degrees Celsius: Aquariaz 
offers a tropical getaway, bathed 
in natural light which warms the 
body and mind, after a day in the 
powder snow. Younger swimmers  
can venture beneath the fun and 
colourful water tree, or swing from 
vine to vine above the pool, before 
taking the plunge in the crazy 
river with its many games. More 
adventurous swimmers can launch 
themselves on the Slidewinder 
inflatable, or simply take in the 
spectacular mountain panorama 
from the comfort of the outdoor 
hot tub.

https://www.avoriaz.com/hiver/ski-et-snow/infos-utiles/ski-de-rando/
https://www.avoriaz.com/hiver/ski-et-snow/freestyle--freeride/le-lil-stash/
https://www.avoriaz.com/ete/golf--aquariaz/centre-aquatique/aquariaz/
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A beautiful 
setting for 
perfect 
posture
Outdoor yoga  

Outdoor yoga at Vonnes lake  
Weather conditions permitting –  
duration 55 minutes – price €10

www.chatel.com

Like a mirror, the lake’s glassy 
surface reflects the silhouettes 
of chalets and snowy fir trees. 
In this fairytale setting, nature 
surrounds you with its calm 
strength, providing the energy 
you need to recharge your 
batteries during an outdoor 
yoga session at 1300 metres ! 
The clear air and special 
location offer a promise of 
an unforgettable session, 
in the heart of the unspoilt 
surroundings of Vonnes lake.

Behind the 
scenes at  
a ski resort
Snowplough tour  

Ever wondered how the Portes du 
Soleil’s beautiful ski slopes are 
prepared and groomed? In Châtel, f ind 
out how on this unforgettable winter 
excursion, aboard a real snowplough! 
Accompanied by a professional driver, 
you’ll set off for an original tour of 
the ski area, taking in slopes and 
snowdrifts. Hold on tight, it ’s steep  
in places…

Guided snowplough tour outside 
usual ski area opening times – duration 1hr 
to 2hrs according to preference.

www.chatel.com

CHÂTEL

Aerial 
zipwire 
adventure
Fantasticable / Châtel  

Tyrolienne Fantasticable 
“snow style”  
Every day from 12pm – price €25

www.chatelreservation.com

Beneath the Fantasticable, a 
140-metre drop to Plaine-Dranse 
village, and wherever you look, an 
immaculate snowy carpet with a 
wonderful mountain horizon. It ’s the 
closest thing to flying! Comfortably 
installed in a harness, this giant zipwire 
sends you at nearly 100 km/hr from 
one end of the valley to the other. No 
need to worry about how to get home, 
as your ski gear will be cabled to you!

https://www.chatel.com/activites-sportives/yoga-outdoor-1-1-1-1.html
https://www.chatel.com/
https://www.chatelreservation.com/le-fantasticable-vol-hiver-chatel.html
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Namaste, 
mountains!
Yoga & walking sessions  

From the Cornettes de Bise to the 
Abray trail or the Arvouin glacier 
valley, it doesn’t really matter which 
(magnificent) venues your guide Lalie 
takes you to, what ’s important is how 
you get there. In this case, your journey 
will be spiced up by yoga exercises, 
which are Lalie’s speciality and which 
set her apart from the rest. Breathe, 
enjoy the spectacular mountain setting 
all around, and take it all in on this  
gentle and energising walk.

Yoga walks with Lalie Chochon  
duration about 2hrs30 – price €20 / person

www.laliechochon.com

Snow cycling  
on piste
E-fatbike outing  

Guided E-fatbike tour  
Price €40 / person, gear hire and guiding included.

hiver.lachapelledabondance-tourisme.com

LA CHAPELLE  
D’ABoNDAnCE

With massive tyres pumped up low to ensure 
that your weight is evenly distributed on the 
snow, you’ll have excellent grip. The electric 
assistance provides extra power to carry you 
over obstacles too! In fact, with an E-fatbike, 
you’ll feel capable of climbing trees! Try, 
nonetheless, to follow your guide on one of the 
exclusive tracks in La Chapelle d’Abondance; 
well, that’s what we’ve been told most people do…

https://www.laliechochon.com/rando-yoga
https://hiver.lachapelledabondance-tourisme.com/activite/sortie-vtt-fat-bike-electrique-sur-neige-la-chapelle-dabondance/
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LES GETS

new new new

Local 
specialties to 
savour 24/7
Tartif  

After a lovely day’s skiing 
or walking, it ’s normal to be 
hungry but not want to cook…
fortunately, chef Raphaël has your 
best interests at heart and has 
concocted some gorgeous dishes, 
inspired by traditional mountain 
recipes using local produce. They’re 
all available for home-delivery,  
or by click & collect any time of 
day or night. Phew (and yummy)!

Tartif – Orders, delivery & terms  
conditions / pick-up from

www.tartif.com

Snowshoeing 
and 
suppleness
Snowshoe outings with yoga  

With snowshoes on, your outing 
starts on a Sunday morning with a 
gentle walk, where a view of Mont 
Blanc’s snow-topped summit is the 
reward. This invigorating outing to 
Mont Caly has the triple benefit of 
getting plenty of fresh mountain 
air deep into your lungs and a bit of 
sunshine to top up your tan while 
your cares fly away. Afterwards, 
a dynamic yoga session in the 
great outdoors, to work on your 
suppleness and get your day off  
to a splendid start. 

Keolan Yoga - Snowshoe walks and 
yoga – Sundays by prior booking from 
8.30am – Duration 4hrs – Price €50

www.yogakeolan.com

Light as a 
bubble in the 
mountains
Chéry Dôme 

Among the summits of the Mont-
Blanc massif, there’s an intriguing 
silhouette that ’s also worth seeing 
in the quiet hamlet of La Sarre. 
Inside the dome you’ll f ind all the 
ingredients for a (very comfortable) 
night under the stars. There’s 
electricity, wifi, toilets, chimney 
and outdoor heater, everything 
to make your stay unforgettable, 
in contact with nature and 
spectacular scenery. Want to  
share it all? This winter, thanks to  
a second dome which can be used  
as a lounge or dining room, you  
can open up this experience to  
two more people!

Chéry Dôme – One night from €285  
for 2 people, includes breakfast.  
€45 per each additional guest.  
Free for under 5 yrs.

www.cherydome.com

https://tartif.com
https://www.yogakeolan.com
https://www.cherydome.com/
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A legendary 
Swiss challenge
The Swiss Wall  

Stomach or bottom? Every year, that ’s a 
question that many who try the steepest 
slope in our ski area don’t have the time 
to ask themselves! How about you? How 
will you fare on the Swiss Wall, with its  
37 degree gradient and 331-metre 
descent, that ’s left well alone by 
snowploughs and shaped by the 
prevailing snow conditions? Come on, 
now that you’ve made it to 2150 metres, 
all you have to do is head downhill! After 
all the bar at Chavanette is just down 
there…!

Black run “The Swiss Wall”  
in Champéry – Les Crosets 
Start from Pas de Chavanette – Descent 331 
metres, distance 1.3 km – Very difficult indeed.

www.regiondentsdumidi.ch

CHAMPÉRY

A life-saving 
exercise
Avalanche Training Center  

Avalanche Training Center  
practice park: free to all those in 
possession of a DVA transceiver 
and a valid liftpass, during usual ski 
lift opening times.

www.regiondentsdumidi.ch

The acronym DVA stands for 
Avalanche Victim Detector: a must-
have piece of kit that saves lives in 
the mountains every season. To learn 
how to use it well, there’s nothing 
better than a training session at the 
Avalanche Training Center, located 
very close the slopes, to help you 
better understand the difficulties 
of search and rescue. Come on 
your own or with family or friends, 
bringing your DVA transceiver and 
probe. Try to find the exact location 
of the markers hidden beneath the 
snow: it ’s simple, effective and free.

https://www.regiondentsdumidi.ch/fr/chavanette-le-mur-suisse-fp301
https://www.regiondentsdumidi.ch/fr/avalanche-training-center-fp204
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At night, all the 
cool cats are skiing
Night ski session 

Skiing at sundown is even more magical 
than during the daytime! You see the 
mountains in a different light, while the 
rosy-tinted snow contrasts with the darker 
tones of the fir trees and rocky outcrops. 
From the calm of the ski slopes, the fizz of 
skis whizzing by and the bracing evening 
air guarantee a unique experience. Try it 
every Friday and Saturday in Les Crosets, 
Champoussin, Champéry and Morgins, 
where you can keep the fun going  
until 9pm…

Night skiing in the Dents du Midi region 
Dates and times available online

www.regiondentsdumidi.ch

These snowshoes 
were made for 
exploring!
Snowshoe walks  

Closer to the Alps’ unspoilt terrain, deep in the 
muffled snowy surroundings of the mountains, 
this is an experience that will take you far from 
the beaten track and the signposted trails…just 
put on your snowshoes and go where you want! 
For a few hours or a whole day, each snowshoe 
trail is a breath of fresh air to enjoy at your own 
pace, with steep peaks and shy mountain animals 
your companions. For a stress-free outing, we 
recommend exploring the mountains with an 
experienced guide.

Snowshoe tour itineraries 
available from tourist offices or to download  
from the website:

www.regiondentsdumidi.ch

LES CROSETS- 
CHAMPOUSSIN

https://www.regiondentsdumidi.ch/fr/ski-nocturne-a-champery-les-crosets-fp188
https://www.regiondentsdumidi.ch/fr/activite/hiver/itineraires-randos-en-raquettes.htm
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MoRGINS

Tours begin at 
‘Rando-Parc’
Ski touring – ‘Rando-parc’  

Ski touring, do you know much 
about it? No? That ’s great! Thanks to 
the ‘Rando-parc’ in Morgins and its 
beginners’ slope, there’s never been a 
better time to try this activity, that ’s a 
combination of stamina and ski pleasure. 
Simply read the information panels or 
watch the how-to videos to become a pro 
at “skinning and deskinning” and working 
on your technique. Set off on one of 8 
signposted trails that have been created 
to allow room for downhill and uphill 
skiers to enjoy the mountain together!

Morgins ‘Rando-Parc’  
Blue, red and black slopes open during usual 
ski lift opening times; duration 35 mins  
to 2hrs30 depending on route chosen.

www.regiondentsdumidi.ch

It’s a (ski) dog’s life!  
‘Loups du Val de They’ husky team  

Living in the mountains at the fast and furious 
speed of huskies, now there’s an idea that 
could run and run! In case you need any further 
encouragement, here’s what ’s on offer: a husky trek, 
introduction to dog-sledding, beginner sled-handling 
sessions – just some of the activities on offer for 
child and adult dog-lovers. What they all have in 
common are huge lungfuls of fresh mountain air,  
the enthusiasm of the pack and the rest of the team!

Dog-sledding with ‘Team des Loups du Val de They’ 
By prior booking, weather conditions permitting –  
Duration 1hr to 3hrs according to activity. Price for  
adults from 80 CHF / children from 30 CHF

www.regiondentsdumidi.ch

https://www.regiondentsdumidi.ch/fr/activite/hiver/rando-parc
https://www.regiondentsdumidi.ch/fr/team-loup-fp1888
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MoNTRIOND

Chill… like ice
Ice-diving 

A silent world awaits you underneath 
the ice of Lake Montriond, where 
you can scuba dive in an exceptional 
setting that requires a calm 
and composed approach. With 
experienced professionals on hand 
at all times, this original adventure 
is open to beginner divers and 
experienced enthusiasts. Take in the 
stunning hollows and air bubbles that 
rise silently, the interplay of shadows 
and light, a mesmerising deep-water 
show beneath a frozen lake that grips 
you. Just one bit of advice: bring a 
warm base layer!

Ice diving at Lake Montriond  
with Aquaventure 
From December to March, conditions  
permitting – Adult price from €95

www.valleedaulps.com

Ice Age
Ice-climbing   

From the foot of the magnificent 
ice crystals at Ardent waterfall, 
climbing them suddenly doesn’t 
seem quite so straightforward, 
even with your crampons and 
ice picks. But as you watch your 
high mountain guide go up, you’ll 
soon gain in confidence and begin 
your ascent. And as you continue 
upwards, you’ll appreciate being 
so close to this glittering surface 
– the feeling is indescribable!  
In a word, it ’s N-I-C-E. 

Montriond ice waterfall climb 
½ day or whole day with a high  
mountain guide 
Prices from €400 / 6 pers.

www.guides-morzine.com

https://www.valleedaulps.com/aquaventure-plongee-sous-glace-au-lac-de-montriond.html
https://www.guides-morzine.com/activites-hiver/cascade-de-glace/
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MoRZINE- 
AVoRIAZ

At your chalet,  
stay in the comfort zone
Hotel Névé *** 

With its ideal location, the just-renovated Hotel Névé *** 
combines all the ingredients of modern accommodation 
with a cosy chalet design. This Logis de France destination 
promises comfort for the whole family with 37 rooms and 
wellbeing centre comprising sauna, hammam, swimming pool 
and gym. With a games room for children and cinema lounge 
for parents, you can be sure of a charming and friendly 
welcome at Hotel Névé – and unforgettable holidays.

Hôtel*** Névé – One night from €170 based on 2 people sharing, 
breakfast included

www.alte-neve.com

Eagle eyes for  
the mountains
Snowshoe walk with birds of prey  

In its snowy setting, the chalet at the winter park 
is home to many treasures with piercing eyes and 
sharp beaks…eagles, condors, owls and vultures. 
Which one will be coming with you today? After 
a fireside welcome, visitors meet their feathery 
friends, learning how they are handled with 
leather gauntlets, which special movements are 
required and how to settle them, in the company of 
experts. Then it ’s time to head off for a memorable 
45-minute snowshoe walk, with a bird of prey 
on your arm! The flying demonstration in the 
exceptional mountain setting will stay with  
you forever…

Snowshoe outing in the mountains with  
‘Les Aigles du Léman’  
By reservation – duration 1hr – price €75 / person –  
Access on skis or via the Nyon cable car: return fare  
price - adults €8.20 / discounted price €7.90 /  
youth fare €7.60 / child €7.10

www.lesaiglesduleman.com

Summit’s up
‘Pas de l’Aigle’ viewing platform  

Perched over the void at more than 2000 metres, this 
platform invites anyone brave enough to walk across its 10 
metres of glass and steel. With legs like jelly, you’ll have 350 
metres of absolutely nothing beneath you while you gaze 
at the spectacular panorama on offer from the Pointe de 
Nyon, with its 360° view from Lake Geneva to Mont-Blanc. 
No doubt about it, the magic of the ‘Pas de l’Aigle’ is as 
enchanting as the Alpine view is immense beneath your feet.

‘Pas de l’Aigle’ viewing platform at Pointe de Nyon – Free access 
with your lift pass for Morzine-Les Gets or ‘Pointe de Nyon’

www.ski-morzine.com

new

http://www.alte-neve.com/fr/
http://lesaiglesduleman.com/les-aigles-du-leman-parc-dhiver-a-morzine/
https://www.ski-morzine.com/plus/Pas-dans-le-vide
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SAINT-JEAN 
D’AULPS

new

Night rider
Mountain kart night descent  

Ready, steady, go… and you’re off for a 
Wacky Races descent in the Roc d’Enfer 
on a mountain kart! Once night falls in 
Saint-Jean-d’Aulps, your 3-wheel kart 
will carry you downhill - fast - on a slope 
that ’s been made safe for the activity and 
which is exclusively for karting. All in all, 
an 800m total descent over 4 km: extreme 
fun guaranteed while doing this outdoor 
activity that ’s human-powered and 100% 
pleasure! So what are you waiting for? 
Challenge your friends and family, because 
mountain karting is suitable for everyone!

Mountain kart in the Roc d’Enfer ski area 
2 evenings / week low season, and every night  
in high season – Start and finish at the cable  
car station – minimum height 1m35, helmets 
obligatory – price €32 includes return trip on 
cable car.

www.valleedaulps.com

Rescue 
remedy
First tracks adventure with 
the mountain rescue team 

 

Before the slopes open early in 
the morning, mountain rescue 
professionals check that everything 
is ready: that security and other 
safety measures are in place, with 
information panels updated and ski 
slopes maintained. You’re invited 
into their early-bird world to see 
what their job really involves.  
Join them for this original outing 
and make the first tracks too.  
As a reward for your efforts, 
breakfast is laid on!

Mountain rescue teams excursion 
2 times / week by reservation and  
conditions permitting – breakfast  
included – free to all liftpass holders.

www.rocdenfer.com

new

https://www.valleedaulps.com/mountain-kart.html
https://www.rocdenfer.com/
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Treasure hunt: 
on the trail of 
Maurice, with 
Léon
Outdoor clue-based trail 

It ’s not exactly restful when you’re the 
mascot of Torgon village! You see, Léon 
the bighorn sheep needs your help to 
solve the mystery involving his ancestor 
Maurice and the puzzle of the forgotten 
treasure…You and your children from 4 to 
12 are invited to find the 4 numbers for 
the lock that will open the strong-box and 
solve the mystery. Head off together on 
this treasure hunt and enjoy a fun-filled 
afternoon in the great outdoors. To thank 
you for coming, Léon has left a present  
for all children taking part!

Outdoor treasure hunt in Torgon 
Starts from the Tourist Office – children 19 CHF 
/ families from 38 CHF

www.torgon.ch

In Torgon, 
a string to 
your bow
Archery 

Archery in Torgon forest  
11-9 targets – duration 2hrs 
minimum – adult price from  
18 CHF / children 12 CHF

www.torgon.ch

With the string taut and your 
breathing measured, stay 
concentrated while you draw back 
your bow so that you can judge 
your arrow’s flight to the target! 
Among beautiful forest clearings, 
gushing streams and greenery, 
Torgon’s archery trail has a feel of 
Sherwood forest about it. There 
are 19 targets to hit underneath 
the wooded canopy while you 
make your way around with family 
or friends on this exciting and 
fun walk that ’s open to all. We 
guarantee that there’s no evil 
sheriff around either!

https://www.torgon.ch/escape-game-le-tresor-oublie-de-torgon.html
https://www.torgon.ch/tir-a-l-arc-1.html
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AN 
AVALANCHE 
OF SOUND
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From 13 to 19 March 2022, this totally original pop-
rock’n’ski festival will be making a dazzling return 
to shake up the slopes in the Portes du Soleil!

Since 2011, Rock The Pistes has been a byword 
for memorable live gigs with daytime concerts in 
unexpected places that you can only access with  
a liftpass, and artists who know how to make  
music-lovers dance in an amazing setting as they  
play. For non-skiers, there’s plenty to enjoy at the  
Off festival apres concert line-up, with concerts 
taking place in the heart of resorts.

Major acts who’ve played here down the years and who 
live long in the festival’s collective memory include 
Lilly Wood and the Prick, Deluxe, Chinese Man, Shaka 
Ponk, Feu ! Chatterton, and Charlie Winston. In 2022, 
Rock The Pistes celebrates its 10th year – and you can 
be sure that this birthday will be celebrated in style!  
So the line-up that’s been concocted by the 
organisers includes the best acts around, with top  
act Gaëtan Roussel already confirmed…

Checklist: 
• Pass-Ski-Concert ticket; 
• Skis hired and friends ready to go.
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